“Making Some Noyce”

Celebrating Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics and Science

Wednesday, April 25, 2012
4:00 PM
Holt Conference Center
Trinity University

Program of Events

Welcome & Opening Remarks
Dr. Shari B. Albright—Murchison Professor of Practice
Chair of the Department of Education

Presentation of Awards
Noyce Scholarships for 2012 – 2013

Rebecca Dias
Elana Edwards
Connor Gorman
Christopher Jenkins
Joy Lindig
Amber Sanchez
Rebecca Zelaya
Pictured: Amber Sanchez, Connor Gorman, Christopher Jenkins, Rebecca Zelaya, and Rebecca Dias

Noyce Teaching Fellowships for 2012 – 2013

Claire Baxter
Mindy Donofrio
Carrie Duesing

Pictured: Mindy Donofrio and Claire Baxter
Noyce Summer Internships for 2012

Clare Burch
Paulses Kollie
Lu Liu
Katy Norman

Pictured: Clare Burch, Katy Norman, and Paulses Kollie